Entrance Information:
3700 Spruce Street. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

1. The north entrance at 37th and Spruce Sts. has a turnstile and an accessible gate. This leads to the Upper Quad and dormitory entrances. There is a guard at this entrance 24 hours a day.

2. The east entrance from 36th Street Walk has a turnstile and an accessible gate. This leads to the Lower Quad and dormitory entrances. This entrance is open from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight with a guard on duty.

3. McClelland Lounge can be reached from Entrance #1 by taking the ramp on the northeast side of the Upper Quad to the Morris and Bodine dormitories. Once inside, the elevator can be taken down to the mezzanine level.

4. The entrance to McClelland Lounge from Entrance #2 is on the west side of the Lower Quad and has heavy, manual doors. This leads to the mezzanine level where the elevator is located.

Note: Most entrances to the dormitories are not accessible. Only the entrances to Ashurst, Bodine, Carruth, Class of ’28, Morris and Thomas Penn are accessible. Once inside, there is limited accessibility.
**Elevator Information:**
- There is one elevator in McClelland Lounge.
- There is one elevator in Ashurst.

**Accessible Restrooms:**
- McClelland Lounge - men's and women's
- Ashurst - men's and women's
- Class of '28 - men's
- Carruth - coed (with accessible shower)
- Thomas Penn - men's

**Building Information:**
- There are several rooms with varying degrees of accessibility where a student using a wheelchair could live.
- McClelland Lounge mezzanine level is accessible. The basement, where the game room is located, is not accessible.
- There are about twenty steps between the Upper and the Lower Quad. It is possible to travel between the Upper and Lower Quad by passing through McClelland Lounge using Entrances #3 and #4.
- Mask and Wig Lounge and the Commissary are not accessible.
- For more information, contact the Building Manager at 215.898.1623.